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International career partner at Aarhus BSS

At Aarhus BSS, we always work on improving the quality and relevance of our research-based education to ensure optimal employment opportunities for our graduates on national and international job markets. We set our standards high in terms of research and teaching, and we provide our graduates with strong competences that allow them to carry out a broad range of job functions in companies and organisations. The quality of our core activities is also reflected in the fact that Aarhus BSS has secured the prestigious international accreditations AACSB, AMBA and EQUIS, which are the leading international quality systems for assessing, improving and accrediting institutions of higher education within the field of management and business administration. The accreditations also signify that we have achieved a sound balance between high academic quality and professional relevance through close collaboration with the national and international business communities.

For this reason, we can safely say that a partnership at Aarhus BSS will give your organisation the best platform for recruiting highly educated young people with competences in fields such as business development, financing, HR, IT, law, management, marketing, psychology, auditing, political science, strategy, economics, etc. We offer a number of different partnership models tailored to meet your specific employer branding and recruitment needs.

I hope that this partnership brochure will be the start of a constructive and fruitful collaboration with Aarhus BSS.

Best regards,

Thomas Pallesen
Dean, Aarhus BSS
Students at Aarhus BSS

Economics and Management
- MSc in Economics and Management
- MSc in Economics and Business Administration
- MSc in Business Economics and Auditing
- MSc in Business Administration (cand.soc)
- MSc in Economics and Business Administration (Business Intelligence)

Law
- Master of Laws
- MSc in Business Administration and Commercial Law

Political Science
- MSc in Political Science
- MSc in Social Sciences

Management
- MSc in Information Technology (IT, communication and organisation)
- MSc in Strategic Communication
- MSc in Economics and Business Administration

Psychology
- MSc in Psychology

Business Development and Technology
- MSc in Engineering
- MSc in Economics and Business Administration

(Aarhus University in Numbers, Report, 2018)
International career partner

1,500 Euro ex. VAT (One year partnership)

Visible logo at Aarhus BSS (on/offline) ✔
Employer branding material in our showroom ✔
Presentation of your offers in campaigns regarding internships, thesis collaboration, graduate programs and the first full-time job ✔
Annual report with key figures on students and graduates ✔
Opportunity for consultancy on employer branding and recruitment ✔
Opportunity to get in touch with lecturers and researches at Aarhus BSS ✔

Additional offers

Choose at least one (Price depending on final selection)

+ Stall at Aarhus BSS (virtual or physical)
+ Graduate Programme Night
+ Marketing of your own career events, workshops or talks (can be virtual)
+ Host your own career events at Aarhus BSS (incl. marketing campaign)
+ Stall at the CompanyDATING event

“Our mutually beneficial partnership with Aarhus BSS allows the students to learn more about the graduate programmes we offer and helps us find talents who are best-suited for the roles.”

Justyna Starczala, University Recruitment Manager – Cisco, Denmark
Recruit students and graduates from Aarhus University

Advertise positions and projects at jobbank.au.dk and present your company to students and graduates from Aarhus BSS as well as the rest of Aarhus University.

Contact for companies

Peter Hoffmann
Partner Relations Manager
Aarhus BSS

Tel: +45 5122 1260
e-mail: peterhoffmann@au.dk

Rainier Jazmin
Partner Relations Manager
Aarhus BSS

Tel: +45 2170 3212
e-mail: rhj@au.dk

John Hansen
Career Consultant
Aarhus BSS (Herning)

Tel: +45 8716 6916
e-mail: john.hansen@au.dk
For more information about cooperation contact:

Peter Hoffmann  
Partner Relations Manager  
Tel: +45 5122 1260  
e-mail: peterhoffmann@au.dk

Rainier Jazmin  
Partner Relations Manager  
Tel: +45 2170 3212  
e-mail: mj@au.dk

Aarhus BSS  
Aarhus University  
Bartholins Allé 14  
DK - 8000 Aarhus C  
Tel: +45 8715 0000  
bss@au.dk  
www.bss.au.dk/en/